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The measurements data acquired on the Astrolabe glacier, Antarctica, are available on this webmap interface : 
http://astrolabe.osug.fr. This document describes the characteristics of the following supplied data :

– GPS permanent network
– Tidally-induced spatial surface change
– Tidally-induced temporal surface change
– Ground radar points
– Airborne radar points
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 1 GPS permanent network

 1.1 Data source

One main task of the program consists of monitoring the surface displacement field of the coastal  part  of the glacier. 
Therefore, a permanent network made of 9 autonomous GPS beacons has been set up on the glacier (see location on the 
webmap).  These beacons are meant to record continuously throughout the year.  However,  due to the harsh conditions 
prevailing on the glacier (especially the strong winds), maintaining such a network in a state of work represents a technical 
challenge (power supply, correct real-time transmission of data, stability of the structures, etc.) This explains the numerous 
gaps in the time-dependent series mainly during austral winters. The main problems we had to face are :

• Breakdown of the radio relay; 
• Fall off of the structures, either from the wind or melting of the basal ice (see picture); 
• Failure of the GPS receivers in the storage of data (partial loss of data). 

These problems are gradually fixed by : 

• Resettling the structure early in the summer seasons, including the radio relay; 
• A gradual replacement of the receivers (from TOPCON GB-1000 to Trimble NetR9). 

If most beacons usually suffer from the summer melting of the holding ice, the 2 ones on the left flank of the glacier (No 5 
and 7) traditionally get burried under the snow (local accumulation zone). It was therfore decided to move them by some 50 
m to 100 m sideways towards a bare ice zone to the left. This is the reason for the misalignement in the data from one 
season to the other. 

Because of the downflow of the glacier (of the order of 500 m/yr over the central part of the glacier), the downstream 
beacon (No 3) had to be moved to the upstream position of the network, thereby more or less replacing GPS No 4 (the 
spacing between the GPSs along the flow line has been set to the yearly displacement so that GPSs replace one another from 
year to year). As for the misalignement of GPS6, the sideway displacement was necessary for the beacon to remain visible 
from the radio relay (the lateral velocity gradient is such that side GPSs do not need to be repositionned every year).

 1.2 Dates

Due to the permanent nature of these measurements, the dataset starting in 2010 is supposed to be updated every year.

 1.3 Attribute description for shapefiles and csv files.

The RINEX files are raw data (unprocessed), whereas shape and csv files are the results of PPP processing of the initial 
RINEX files.

Attribute name Description

Station GPS station name

Time Date in the YYYYMMDDhhmmss format

Date Date in the YYYY/MM/DD format

Hour Hour in the day (0-24)

Longitude Longitude (decimal degree)

95Sig_lon Precision at 95% for longitude

Latitude Latitude (decimal degree)

95Sig_lat Precision at 95% for latitude

Elevation Elevation above the ellipsoid (m)
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95Sig_el Precision at 95% for elevation

 1.4 Coordinate system

The coordinate system is WGS 84 (geographic coordinates). 
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 2 Tidally-induced spatial surface change

 2.1 Data source

The aim of these measurements is to locate points along profiles where the ice surface height difference between high and 
low tides becomes significant. For that purpose, GPS measurements of the ice surface were performed both at low and high 
tides  over  exactly the  same points  as  displayed  on  the  webmap.  The  place  where  the  difference  in  altitude  becomes 
significant  is  then  considered  as  a  first  approximation  of  the  grounding  line  along  the  correpsonding  profile.  
Carrier-phase differential GPS was used to determine the vertical altitude of the ice surface. A reference GPS receiver was 
set up on the nearest rock outcrop, while a rover unit was used to acquire positions according to the "Stop and Go" method 
over the successive points constituting the profiles. The corresponding baseline was short enough (15 km at the most) so as 
to ensure real time radio transmission of appropriate corrective terms (mostly ionospheric and atmospheric delays) from the 
reference to the rover and to allow for kinematic  ambiguity resolution with "stop" recording phases not  exceeding 30 
seconds.  Each  of  the  measured  points  was  precisely  marked  on  the  ground  (using  paint)  in  order  for  the  second 
measurement to be performed at exactly the same place some 12 hours later. More information can be found in Le Meur   et   
al., 2013.

 2.2 Dates

16th to 19th january 2011, and 23th to 24th february 2011. No update planned.

 2.3 Attribute description

For the csv files :

Attribute name Description

Latitude Latitude (decimal degree)

Longitude Longitude (decimal degree)

Date Date in the YYYY/MM/DD format

Time Hour (hh:mm:ss)

Alt_geoida Altitude (m)

The given shapefile combine the data of two measurements of one same point, and contains a DeltaZ attribute (difference 
between the two altitudes).

 2.4 Coordinate system

The coordinate system is WGS 84 (geographic coordinates).
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 3 Tidally-induced temporal surface change

 3.1 Data source

We are here concerned with local changes through time at four different spots along the downflow GPS profile. For that 
purpose,  GPS receivers  were  dropped  on  the  ground and  left  in  place  for  a  couple  of  days  during  which  they were 
continuously  measuring  the  ice  surface  height.  By  comparing  the  time-dependent  surface  height  evolution  with  the 
corresponding tide, it is possible to confirm the presence or not of a tidal signal and its intensity when appropriate. Results 
over these points are in agreement with those from the GPS profiles. 

 3.2 Dates

January 2011. No update planned.

 3.3 Attribute description

Attribute name Description

Point number Index of the point (1 to 4)

Latitude Latitude (decimal degree)

Longitude Longitude (decimal degree)

RMS Planimetric error (m)

Date Date in the MM/DD/YY format

Time Time (hh:mm)

Alt_geoidal Altitude above the geoid

 3.4 Coordinate system

The coordinate system is WGS 84 (geographic coordinates).
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 4 Ground radar points

 4.1 Data source

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) measurements were acquired along several-km long profiles (see location on the webmap 
with a MALÅ® ProEx GPR system connected to a 50 MHz Rough Terrain Antenna, which was towed by the operator on 
the ground. Measurements were acquired with a common offset of 4 m between the transmitter and the receiver antennas. 
The acquisition triggering, which was fixed to 5 m for all profiles, was automatically controlled using a calibrated encoder 
wheel  and  then  repositioned  thanks  to  GPS  measurements,  which  allow deriving  topography information.  Data  were 
acquired with a sampling frequency of 648 MHz over a 12.8 μs time window, and stacked 32 times. More information can 
be found in Le Meur   et al.  , 2013. 

 4.2 Dates

Data acquired in 2009-2011. No update planned.

 4.3 Attribute description

Shapefile attributes :

Attribute name Description

Icebasedep Ice base depth (m). The value is negative since it was 
measured from the ground.

Altabgeoid Altitude of the radar above the geoid (m)

The given csv file also contains XY coordinates in the EPSG:3031 stereographic polar projection.

 4.4 Coordinate system

The coordinate system is WGS 84 (geographic coordinates).
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 5 Airborne radar points

 5.1 Data source

Bedrock topography was measured with a combination of medium (2:5 MHz) (MF) and very high (60 MHz) frequency 
(VHF) high power sounding radars mounted on either a DHC-8 Twin Otter or a DC-3T Basler aircraft.

The Astrolabe glacier was measured twice, once in a global radar survey program, and by another specific airborne survey 
in 2011. A more global survey of the entire Wilkes-land has been undertaken in the frame of the project (see corresponding 
flight lines down below). More information on the data as well as their acquisition is available in Le Meur   et al.  , 2013.

 5.2 Dates

2008/2009, 2009/2010 and 2010/2011. No update planned.

 5.3 Attribute description

The attributes differ between the two surveys (Astrolabe and George V).

For Radar_Astrolabe.shp :

Attribute name Description

Date Year of the survey

Dayofyear Index of the day in the year

aerodist Distance of the aircraft (m)

lon Longitude (decimal degree)

lat Latitude (decimal degree)

X X-coordinate in EPSG:3031 (m)

Y Y-coordinate in EPSG:3031 (m)

Icebasealt Altitude of the ice base (m)

icethick Ice thickness (m)

surfalt Altitude of the surface (m)

profile Name of the profile

For Radar_GeorgeV.shp :

Attribute name Description

lon Longitude (decimal degree)

lat Latitude (decimal degree)

BedelevWGS Bedrock elevation above the ellipsoid (m)

Icethick Ice thickness (m)

SurelevWGS Surface elevation above the ellipsoid (m)

profile Name of the profile
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 5.4 Coordinate system

The coordinate system is WGS 84 (geographic coordinates).
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